
1ST July 2022 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE           

Claim No: QB-2018-0239 

QUEEN’S BENCH DIVISION 

BEFORE MRS JUSTICE STACEY 

B E T W E E N : 

Appellant/Defendant 

FRANCIS ZARB 

- and – 

HANIFA NULUYIMA 

Respondent/Claimant 

        

ORDER 

        

 

UPON the Appellant’s application dated 2 April 2022 for a transcript of the whole proceedings of 22 

March 2021 to be provided at public expense  

IT IS ORDERED THAT: 

1. The application is refused 

REASONS 

1. This matter has a lengthy history. The Appellant sought permission to appeal the order made 

by HHJ John Hand QC sitting as a Deputy Circuit Judge on 10 August 2018 which had 

subsequently had a complex procedural history. 

2. It eventually came before me for an oral hearing on 22 March 2021, but the Appellant, whom 

I was satisfied had been served with notice of the hearing and the details for joining the 

hearing remotely, did not attend and was not represented at 10.30am. 

3. As recorded in my Order of 22 March 2021 the Court Associate sent a further email to the 

Claimant at 10.30am informing him that the Court was waiting for him and re-sent him the 

link to the Teams hearing. The Claimant did not seek to join the hearing. We waited a further 

15 minutes before starting the hearing and proceeded in his absence. 

4. Permission to appeal was refused and the Stay of the Order of HHJ John Hand QC of 10 

August 2018 was lifted with immediate effect. 

5. The Appellant now seeks to a transcript at public expense of the whole proceedings and 

alleges fraud operated by top criminals throughout the civil justice system, sabotage of 

bundles and deliberate destruction of papers. He does not address the substantive merits of his 

appeal. 

6. The application is made some 15 months after the date of the hearing sought to be appealed 

and is way out of time. No explanation for the delay is provided. 



7. In all the circumstances it is not in the public interest for the transcript to be produced at 

public expense since there are no arguable grounds for appeal and the proposed further appeal 

is out of time and an extension of time would be most unlikely to be granted. 

8. Justice to the other side has already been delayed by 4 years by the Appellant’s unsuccessful 

attempt to appeal HHJ John Hand QC’s Order. 

DATED: 1 July 2022 


